Spectral matrice* tbat h r w unit d r d c tranarniosinn eeraa mire in the conaideralion of II, control. the hounded-red lemma and diacrcte sncctrd (rclori~dim . .
1 Introduction.
SpcctrdFactorization Review.
In direte lime, h spccimt rnalrizY(x) is a s q u a r e roal rational matrix-valud lunclion o f a complex variable z wilh the proporlies that qT(z-I) = $(z) a n d Y(Cis) 5 0, for all 0 6 [0,2x). Wc consider only spectral rnalricca wltidt arc gcneriwtly nonsit~guh, in lhc sense that det(Y[z)) $0. Spectral matrices arise naturally i n l h c description ofsbchaslic processes, in t h e lormulalion of l i n a u conlrol and nlteribg problcms a n d in thc discrete bounded-real l e m m a . -It is wcll known t l~a t the construction ofspextral factors is central to the aolution nf Ilrn above~nenlioned prohlcms. A s p e c f d Jachr n ( z ) of lP($ is a leal rational matrix-valr~cd i~rnction of thc complex &able z which satisfies R (z-')R(z) = q(z).
If, in acidition, W1(z) exist3 and is analytic when ]zl > 1, R(z) is called a minimum phnsrr sl~cctral factor. It is also well knoww3.11 that if 9 ( Z ) is nonsingolar, there exists a spectral decomposition of lhe form
@(z) =: QT(z-')NQ(z)
(1) . wilere N is a positive definite symmetric matrix and B(z) is a square real rational transfer function matrix which is invertible, satislicslim,,, B(z) = I and, along with . its inverse, is analytic when fz[ > 1. Hence a minimum-plikse rtpectral factor of 8(z) can I, . cnnslr~~cte~l R(z) = N?o(z) .
In this paper, we considera c l~i s of nonsinguliu spectral matrices, having a s t a b ' space realization or Lhc form
+(z) = U + C~( Z -' I -FT)-IV(z1 -F)-'G (2)
where e.uh constant matrix is real and where the following assumptions hold:
A.1 (F, G) is stabilizable.
A.Z v = vT, = 1lT and u is no.using111a~.
lu f:u.t, l~y ;rl,l~lyitrl: ap~~roprinle 1ir:raliminary translormations, most nonsingular spectral iaclnrizalinn problems can bo treated via a spectral matrix of the above form.
It s b o~~l d be emphasized that no assumptions regarding the sign-definiteness of cither V or U have been made. In 112 linearquadratic optimal control ai~d I<alman Rlt~rirrg, spectral matrices arise which are special cases of the above class in which gen~rally U z 0 and V 2 0. Clearly these conditions preclude the possibility that LIrc s~wetr:~l i~iatrix n a l i a a t i o~~ h a s unit circle transmission zeros. Note, however, lllal i~i i i l circle i n~~a r i n n l zeros cam appear if the realization of the spectral matrix is II~II-minimal: for cxample if ( F , v~) 11-nnobservable unit-circle thew become a s1111set of t l~c invariant zeros of the spectral matrix realization.
Spectral lnatrices for which unit circle transmission zeros can occur arise in di m crclc time spectral faclorizationl and in the discrete time version of the bound&. real Icmma,'" which is relevant in the I I , control problem. Recall that a discretetinrc translrr ii~sction matrix G(z) in callnl bounded teal if all poles of L(i) are insill* 1Iin I I I I~L 
I -l T ( z ) I ( z ) .
Observc that with lhe slateapace realiaalion I&) = 11,,(21 -)\)-'GL, O(z) is orthe standard form given in Eq. 2 with U = I. P e P ' , C = C,, and V = -Igff~.. Shwld omu(l,(ejb.)) = 1 for some O', then !P(eik) losn rank at that point, corresponding toa t~ansmission zero.
Ited'symmctric solutions of the discrete time algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) 111 r,-lpT T(3 -+G(U @sG)-I@@) P C V. enable the slate-space construction of spectral factors 01 ly(z). Such equations have been studied in manv contexts includinr mectral factorization.' and infinite-horizon control and filterin~prob~ems?.~ It can de demonstrated using Eq. 3 that Eq. 1 is satislied with the definitions N = U + G"mG and @(+) = I+N-lGT'PF(zI-F)-lG.
The resulting spectral factor R(z) = N?o(+) has an inverse where li is the closed-loop malriz given by fi = (I -G N -' P S ) F. A solution -3 of Eq. 3 is said to be strong if has all eigenvahes either inside or on the unit circle. Note that the eigenvalnes of P are also the invariant zeros of fl(x) and thus spectral factors constructed from strong solutions of%. 3 have the minimum phase property.
Remark: It is not the purpose or the present paper to addrw the question of when a unique strong solution of Eq. 3 mists. Ilence1orth.we assume that such a solrttion exists for the realization of the spectral matrix at h.and.
0
We now consider the Riccati diference equation (RDE) associated with Fq. 3 where this equation has some realsymmetric initial condition *o. The main result of this paper (which follows immediately) presents conditions under which iterates 01 the RDE *i, (k E (O,1,2, .. .)) converge (a the strong solution of Eq.'3 and describes the convergence rate when the associated spectral matrix has nnit circle invariant zeroa.
. 2 Main Result.
Pintly, it iR d&monslrated that RDE convergence res~tlts previously established for linear-quadratic control and Kdman filtering problemsa and lor spectral factorization1 hold Tor any spertral matrix of the form in Eq. 2 under assnmp~ous A.1 and A.2 . The spectral matrix may have unit circle invariant zeros which arise due to nonminimd modes in its realization, transmission zeros, or any combination of these. Secondly, and most importantly, the fine structure of the Riccati difference eq~~ation iterates is investigated. This leads to new results conceruing the rntes at which the ilerates of F4. 5 Given J(1) and g(1), both scalar functions of an integer variable I, we say g(1) = (1)). Note that this delinition has the following property: H U(1) is such that each (U(I)),,
Itml Jorilati In the first instance, we assume that A, has the lirst real Jordan fonn as described in Eq. 9 which corresponds to a complex conjugate pair of eigenvdues. Similar argumenu to those which follow for this case can be used in the second case and are thus not treated here. It follows by direct iteration of%. 12 that fork 5 1, X,(k) = S,(k)
where
1-0
We focns, here on the case where the Jordan block A, corresponds to a com$lex conjugate pair of unit circleeigenvalnes. It will be shown in the next section that it is the behaviour of iterates of this type that are the most important in establishing the convergence rate of ItDEs ,asociated with spectral matrices which have unit circle invariant zeros. 
~or&cr, LItere mists n sytntnelric malriz 0 E such that 0 > 0 and
wltcre 
Since H(k) is invertible, it follows that
where W(k) = ~-~( k ) q H -' ( k ) from which it can be verified fairly simply that
That S,(k) in always a positive definite matrix can be seen from its dennition in Eq. 13, In order to desetibe its eigenvalues as a function of k, we investigate those of S;' (k). 
With M a nonnegative definite matrix of dimensioh n~, iecd the standard identity
Applying this result to Eq. 28 reveals that
( 29) and ~LS a r c s~~l t that
With thc definition C = trace{[Q-l]ll}, note firstly from Eq. 29 and Eq. 31 that a,,(ks;'(k))
allcl srcondly (hnl 2. Sttppose Ure RDE, Eq. 5, is associated toit11 a nonsinphr specbnl matrix * (I) nnd Ure Am, Eq. 3, has a strong solution 9. Suppose also that both @: 2 6 and *: 1 a. Then if me 2 0 it /allows that @& > 0 for all k 2 0.
Proofi A more general version of the Ant difference equation in item I which also accounts for perturbations in V is well known! The second difference eqnation can be obtained Irom the first simply by first reversing the superscripts and then multiplying the equation by -1.'
Item 2 has been established in the nonnegative dekinite cost case for LQ conlrd and Kdman A generalization of this result to the broader class of spectral matrices we consider here follows Irom the dlscu%qion below.
Observe first that 9 t h @A = *, then P i : = -3 for all subsequent k. By hypothesis, *: 1 O and hence *o 2 0. Next observe from Eq. 33 that since @*G + II > 0 (which follows from the assumed spectra! property), it follows that -3: > + lor all subsequent k.
Suppose now that one is given any O1 2 iP. It follows from reversing suhscripb in P the argument immediately above that Oh 2 O for all subsequent k. Since C>G+U > 0, it follows that C"O:GS U > 0 which together witit Eq. 35 implies that +x 1 0 for all snbseqnent k. In this subtiection, a weakened version of the main theorem is proven in Lemma 3.2. In the following subsection, we show how the additional assumptions introduced in Lemma 3.2 may he rclaxed.
Properties 1 and 2 in the following lemma have been stated m the titeralure.'.' One of the first observations of the convergence rate stated in item 3 a/ was in the context of a Kalman filtering example4 in which the plant model has an identity stste mapping, with no process noise and observations corrupted by Gaussian white noise. The worst-case convergence rate given in item 3 a) has been stated' for a spectral factorization problem. f i l l proois which spell out the mechanism and rate of convergence do not seem to be available in the literattlre, however. We now review the first steps toward8 a proof of the convergence m l t l ' ' and then present a novel and nontrivial eompktion of the proof whicl~ .addresses the question of convergence rate.
Lemmn 3 . 2 Consider a reolirotion Eq. 2 of a noncingular discrete time spccLmlmaUiz P(z) which, in addition to assumptions A.1 and A.2 , satisfies fie following two assumptions: 2. limb-*k = *. Ol,serve that F is of the form fi = P -GL (where L = (@PC+ U)-'@+P). It is a well known r e n~~l l that controllability of the pair (P, G) gu.uanta!s conlrollabilily of (P,G), which in turn imp lie^ the controllability of (I;' -' ,G). A closed-form expression for can be found immediately:
Since (P-~,G) is
where S,(j) is defined in Eq. 13. Thus the set of eigenvalues of Y i is simply the union of all the eigenvaluea of S,(k) for all q. A straightforward but lengthy argument employing item 2 of k m m a 2.3 then establishes item 3 a) of the lemma.
Trovided p 2 X,,(X3), the sequence of matrices { Z j } defined below over-bounds
2,:
It is trivial to show by induction that Zj z . X j for all j 1 1.
In an identical manner b that employed in investigating Yj, one can deduce the following expression for ZF Zj = pdiag(Sl(j), . . . , S,(j)). A stralghtfowrd but lengthy argument employing item I of Lemma 2.3 yields part 3 b) of the lemma. 0 3.3 Proof of the Main Theorem.
I
Having established convergence and the associated rate under the preliminary as. sumptions A.3 , A.4 and Qio > 0 of Lemma 3.2, we now successively relax each of these assumptions t o giveTheorem 1.1. X t has been shown8 (albeit by diflerent means to those proposed here) that in the case of Kalmam filtering problems, these assump tions can be relmed to extend previously established convergence result^.^ Iiere we consider the more general class of spectral matrices given in Eq. 2 and present a prool of convcrEence w11id1 as well as relawine these asslrmntions. also enables statemenb ..
. ,
to l~e mx~le concerning the convergence rate of the NIE.
I t c h i n g nsstrmption A. 3 (that (F,a is controllnble.) 'I'llis ;~~s~~r n j > t i o e i 1n. q previnnsly been relnxeds via a soqnence of pert~~rbations on the original prohlcrn, enr.11 of which has (P,G) contmllable. The emphasis in the present paper in to investigate the structure of ItDE iterates associated with the stable and .
~~ncontrollable modes of (F, G). These observations give rise to statements concerning the convergence mte.
We assnme now that (P, G) is stabilizable and that, without loss of generality, Ohscrvc that in Tact 9(z) = IJ + q ( z -' I -F)-'V,I(ZI -'fi)-LGl. Recall also that for ~I I C moment, we mdntain tho assumption that P is invertible, from which it follows that PI is also invertible. Since we also assume that +o > + and therefore Prom Eq. 50 and Eq. 5 9 i t follows that S& = Sn + O(f). Since Fz, is stable, we can apply 1,emma 3.3 with /ik = n k = Fa and Ti = % -St1 to conclude that St~ppose we have any 60 so& that ;I'a 2 +O > 9 and Qo > 9. From item 2 of lstnma 3.1 it follow. that 64 2 +r. > B for all k 2 0 (where 6k are iterates of Llln 1t.i)IC wit11 initial condition +o). Since [ilk > Or and the convergence of {-&I is gx~wanntcecl by item 2 of the first strengthening of Lemma 3.2, item 2 in the theorem slatelnent is established. Item 3 R) in the first strengthening of Lemma 3.2 estnblishes a wofsbcase bound for the convergence rate of {$I) which, by virtue of the above observations, guarantees the same convergence rale for.{Qh] which is stated in itein 3 a) of the theorem.
Since the restriction 90 > Q is maintained in item 3 b) of the theorem, clearly lhis worst-caw convergence result of item 3 b) in the first strengthening of Lemma 3. 2 rc~l~aills.
Semnrf slrcrtglhening o/ Lemma 3.2:
With tile additional assumption A.4 , the stalernents in Theorem 1.1 hold.
Relnring assumption n.4 (that F is nhnsingular).
ll F is singular then 3 = (I -GN-'@Q)F will be also. Suppose it has a Jordan canonical form P = M-'flM where
and P and Fs are block diagona! and contain Jordan blocks corresponding to the . nan-?mo and zero eigenvalrtes of Ir, respectively.
Note that the diflerence equation lor At given in 8q. 38 still holds under the new assumptions (i.e., those stated in Theorem 1.1). Now express this-eqnation in the coordinate basis introduced above and define A t = @&AM. Let Fq be any Jordan block of 3 of the form in Q. 11, corresponding to a zero eigenvdue. We now investigate the RDE evolution in the subspace corresponding to this Jordan block. It can be shown fairly easily via Eq. 38 that (rid, = diw{Dt Ok) (66) where (Lie), is the n, x n, diagonal sub-block of and DL E It("'-'fx("*-') is a nonzero matrix in general. Observe that (At), = O. , lor all iterations k 2 n , . This reasoning can be applied to each Jordan block which has a zeto eigenvalue. It follows lhat there exists an integer n, (the size of the largest eerwigenvalue Jordan block) such that when k 2 n.,
where > 0 and n, in the size of the whole invariant subspace corresponding to an eigenvalue of zero. Now deene a lower dimensional problem by considering ilerates 01 only. Let G in this basis be partitioned as follows: f l = (@ e).
Note that for n 2 n,, it lollows from Eq. 38 that At satisRes the following recursion:
AH., = PT?itP -FTAk6 ( P B t G + GT,pGT + u))-I CTAIP. (68) Now consider the above RDE a being associated with the factorization of a s p e c M matrix Y(z) = U+GT@-G of the form in Eq. 2 with "F" replaced by P, "C" replaced by G, "Un replaced by U+@'@-G and "V" replaced by zero. Clearly the factorization of this matrix from the original stale-space realization is trivial and the strong solution of the algebmic eqaation associ&ted with Eq. 68 is 1 0.
It can be easily checked that if (F,G) is stabilizable then (P,c) is also. Since we assume thatPo 1 0, it follows that 60 > 0. By construction. E is invertible.
Convergence of A t then follows by application of the second strengthening of Lemma 3.2 to G(z).
I
Recall that tile parts of the RDZ iterates associated with invariant subspaces corresponding to zero eigenvalues converge in a finite number of iterations. The best and worst case convergence behavionr of& are therefore inherited by At, as stated in items 3 a) and 3 6) of the theorem. 
